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TED - remote controlled, all terrain, multi purpose wokshop tool. Safe. Versatile. Simple.

Tracked Elevating Device
Meet the only remote controlled, all-terrain, hydraulic,
belly plate jack on the market; also known as TED.
By taking advantage of TED’s remote-control
operation, TED removes maintenance personnel
from suspended load hazards during maintenance
operations; particularly in the critical lowering phase of
belly plate removal.
Having a TED on your worksite doesn’t just safeguard
your workers from potentially fatal suspended load
crush injuries, it can also drastically improve efficiency
in many repair and maintenance applications.
Being all terrain, TED can be deployed to the pit
quickly and easily. Field maintenance removes the
need to float plant back to the workshop, resulting in
massive savings on both down time and float costs.

TED comes with blade attachment as a standard
inclusion to clear a flat work surface.

Vital Workshop Tool
By purchasing TED as part of a package, you can
improve the safety and efficiency of so many more
maintenance jobs for only a small additional cost.
Don’t risk back and joint injuries from heavy lifting
and twisting in confined spaces. Get your fitters a
complete TED package and send them home safely
at shift’s end.

KIT-TED-ATT-000-00

TED Specifications
Length

1374mm

Width

778mm

Height

315mm1172mm

Ground Clearance

60mm

Weight

580kg
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Essential attachments

These 4 attachments will take TED from being a safety must have, to an all
around workshop hero!

(Also available as a package)
Stand Locating Tool
(Rhino attachment)

Front attachment.
Position heavy stands under machines with ease
using the Rhino/Stand locating tool.

Rated to lift 200kg
TED-ATT-003-01

Steer Cylinder Cradle

Turntable attachment.
Designed to aid in the removal and replacement
of steer cylinders, tie rods and other cylindrical
components.

Rated to support 800kg
TED-ATT-005-01

Track Roller Carrier

Front attachment.
Designed to assist in changing track rollers.

Rated to lift 200kg
TED-ATT-004-01

Cutting Edge Tool
(GET attachment)

Turntable attachment.
Take the weight out of GET changes with the cuttingedge attachment tool.

Rated to support 800kg
TED-ATT-006-01
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Additional attachments

Let TED improve efficiency and lower manual handling on a huge range of jobs
around your workshop.

Double Sided GET

Turntable attachment.
Perfect for rolling, cleaning and refit of cuttingedges whilst minimising the manual handling
element.

Rated to lift 800kg
TED-ATT-020-00

Tyre Handler

Front attachment.
Our user friendly design features adjustable arms,
rollers to make manouvering tyres for many different
vehicles easy, and a massive lifting capacity of 400kgs
when used with the available counter weight.

Rated to lift 400kg (with counter weight)
TED-ATT-016-00

Fork Tynes

Front attachment.
Move heavy equipment around in tight low spaces
with our adjustable width fork tynes.

Rated to lift 440kg (with counter weight)
TED-ATT-019-00

Slope Jig

Turntable attachment
Improve the process of changing Y-links and
letourneau ball caps with the adjustable slope jig
table able to operate up to angles of 45 degrees.

Rated to lift 400kg
TED-ATT-009-00
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Capability multipliers
Increase efficiency on an even greater range of tasks.

Pivot Table & Sump Tray combo

Turntable attachment.
The pivot table can vary it’s tilt up 20 degrees, making it perfect for supporting components on an angle. Works perfectly in tandem with the sump tray
to remove sumps in awkward hard to reach places.

Rated to lift 200kg
TED-ATT-013-00 (pivot)
TED-ATT-014-00 (sump)

Extension Blocks

Increase the reaching height of the turntable
attachments like the steer cylinder cradle and cutting
edge tool by up to 600mm.

Rated to lift 800kg
TED-ATT-012-00

Counter Weights

Rear attachment.
Use a counter weight to safely increase the
lifting capacity of the fork tyne and tyre handler
attachments.

Weight 200kg
TED-ATT-018-00

Belly Plate Stands (legs)

This set of 4 sturdy stands will support the load of a
belly plate, freeing up TED to continue with other
jobs.

Rated to 800kg
TED-ACC-001-00
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Kit

Keep TED clean, charged and ready to work at a moment’s notice.

Pit Rescue Trailer

Custom built to mine specifications.
Transport TED from workshop to pit, or site to site
with a pit rescue trailer.
Loading and unloading is quick and easy with
tailgate ramps.
The pit rescue trailer is an absolute must for
maintenance contractors working on several sites.

TED-ACC-004-00

TED Sleeping Bag

Vinyl throw over cover to keep the workshop dust
and grime off your TED.

TED-ACC-002-00

TED Home
A perfect storage area
for TED and its multiple
attachments.
Designed to fit up to
14 attachments neatly,
safely, and make sure
TED is parked up and
charging at the end of
every use out of the way.
A great way to easily
transport TED along
with attachments and
accessories from site
to site, or workshop to
pit; the TED home is
fitted with tie down and
attachment points for
safe travel.

TED-ACC-003-00
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Training

Get the most out of your TED with a training package from Nivek Industries. We can come out to your workplace
and get your fitters up to speed on best practice for TED usage. Don’t waste precious man hours, let us help
you expedite induction to site with our subject matter experts.

TED-TRN-001-00

Upright Attachment Stands

Minimise trip hazards by keeping your attachments
out of the way with out upright attachment stands.
Stands include pins and or nuts and bolts necessarry
to hold attachments in place securely.
both stands have a capacity of 4 attachments.

Front Attachments
TED-ACC-005-00

Top Attachments
TED-ACC-006-00

Send your fitters home safely...
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Nivek Industries
0418 517 359
15 Mathry Close
McDougalls Hill, NSW
2330

Tracked Elevating Device

Nivek Industries

www.nivekindustries.com.au

admin@nivekindustries.com.au

